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THE TALENT
Vancouver Actors Accelerate Their New Comedic Series

Who's Involved?
At the core of this new comedy
series is Garrett Black (Arrow,
Supernatural), Carter Kinsella
(Bates Motel, Arctic Air),
Neemish Parekh (Suits) and Sean
Foster (In The End, Lost Solace).

What’s it About?
‘The Talent’ centres on the
misadventures of three eager
actors as they navigate the pain
of rejection, thrills of success
and need for camaraderie in
pursuit of their dreams.

What’s the Buzz?
Out of the gates ‘The Talent’
team emerged as a heavy
favourite in the competition.
With the right mix of fresh, fun
and unexpected, these guys not
only appear to be bringing the
funny but also have their sights
set on making the show
something Canadian viewers
want to see. Black spoke to the
idea of the “…recap culture
being a major draw for today’s
audience. Viewers want
culturally referential content and
a hip perspective that is sharp
and ultimately funny.”

CBC’s Next Hit Comedy?
It’s not much of a question for the quartet of Garrett, Carter,
Neemish and Sean but in a competition as stiﬀ as ComedyCoup’s
new studio accelerator it’s certainly worth examining. Neemish
Parekh, an actor most famously of USA network’s, ‘Suits’ seems
confident in what’s to come, “The Talent’ is a direct reflection of what
we deal with as actors on a day-to-day basis, the highs and lows, rejections
and successes, these are universal themes we all deal with. The actor’s
lifestyle is primed for a series.” CBC ComedyCoup is a disruptive
studio that accelerates comedy creators towards development and
production opportunities for their original show concepts. Sean
Foster, a budding filmmaker and writer, is over the moon with the
idea of this type of accelerator, “…it’s as if CBC woke up and was like
what’s the most innovative and direct way to create a hit TV show, ask
the fans, the people of Canada and lovers of comedy.” Over a 10-week
period, teams advance on ComedyCoup’s fan-fueled social web
platform, by creating fresh content to package their projects and
engage fan support.#
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Top 110!!
The Talent team discovered on
Monday October 6th, 2014 that
their show concept bested some
180 other shows from across
Canada. What’s next?
• Weekly Challenges
• Script and Show Bible
• Key Art/ Poster Concept

Each week the team will have to
get creative, be innovative and
bring the funny in order to
progress. The TOP 50 voting will
begin on October 23rd, 2014
and each week after that the
number of concepts will be
widdled down. Much is still to be
seen from this exciting
accelerator program and ‘The
Talent’ vows to be there every
step of the way.

Carter Kinsella, a Vancouver actor who has appeared in several
locally shot TV shows like ‘Bate’s Motel' and ‘Arctic Air’, feels
that viewers want that laugh out loud experience. “ComedyCoup is
an amazing platform that gives us as writers/producers/actors, the chance
to really share something we think is funny. I was heavily influenced by
the greats like Leslie Nielsen and Peter Sellers, these guys wrote the book
on how to make people laugh and as an actor there is no greater feeling
than bringing a tear to someone gasping for air as they try to come to grips
with their laugh attack.” Ultimately, ComedyCoup will option a
minimum of five projects for development and greenlight one
project for $500K production financing. The selected project
works with ComedyCoup producers to deliver, market and
broadcast the special on CBC prime time by Fall 2015 and ‘The
Talent’ has high hopes of being that primetime project. Garrett
Black, an actor from such hit shows like ‘Arrow’ and
‘Supernatural’ adds that “The possibility of having a dream like this
come true is what makes this life so interesting and we’re going to need
help in making ‘The Talent’ something people can see.” So comedy fans,
if you’re sick of the same, tired sitcom showing up on your
television each passing year do something about it. The power is
now in your hands.

Where to Find More
Twitter: @TheTalentSeries#
Instagram: TheTalentSeries#
facebook.com/TheTalentSeries#
http://comedycoup.cbc.ca/thetalent#
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